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THERMAL APPROACH TO RHIC� ��Wojieh Broniowski, Anna Baranand Wojieh FlorkowskiH. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, Poland(Reeived September 25, 2002)Appliations of a simple thermal model to ultra-relativisti heavy-ionollisions are presented. We ompute abundanes of various hadrons,inluding partiles with strange quarks, the p? spetra, and the HBT radiifor the pion. Surprising agreement is found, showing that the thermalapproah an be used suessfully to understand and desribe the RHICdata.PACS numbers: 25.75.�q, 25.75.Dw, 25.75.Ld1. IntrodutionWith the wide stream of new high-quality data �owing from RHIC, aswell as with the ontinued e�orts at SPS (for reent results see, e.g. , [1�3℄),there is a growing need for a simple desription of the basi underlyingphysis. Only then our understanding of the phenomena ourring in ultra-relativisti heavy-ion ollisions an be pushed forward, and spae made forpotential new phenomena, hitherto unexplained within the basi piture.In this leture we argue that most of the �soft� features of the data fromRHIC (partile ratios, momentum spetra, HBT orrelation radii) an be ex-plained very e�iently within an embarrassingly simple model, whih mergesthe thermal model [4�22℄ with expansion, and inorporates in a ompleteway the resonanes [23�28℄. Our desription uses hadroni degrees of free-dom and starts at freeze-out, i.e. at the point of the spae�time evolutionof the system where the hadrons ease to interat. Pertinent theoretialquestions, suh as what had been happening before freeze-out, what had� Presented at the XLII Craow Shool of Theoretial Physis, Zakopane, Poland,May 31�June 9, 2002.�� Researh supported in part by the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh(KBN), grant number 2 P03B 09419.(4235)



4236 W. Broniowski, A. Baran, W. Florkowskiled to the strong expansion of the system, why is the thermal piture su-essful, what is the nature of hadronization, not to mention the notorious�was there quark�gluon plasma?�, will not and annot be addressed in thisleture. Nevertheless, we believe that our studies prepare ground for suhquestions. 2. The thermal modelHistorially, the ideas of the thermal desription of a hadroni systemgo bak to the works of Koppe [29℄, Fermi [30℄, Landau [31℄, and Hage-dorn [32℄. More reently, many groups have used these ideas in numerouspapers in an e�ort to explain the data from various relativisti heavy-ionexperiments, from SIS, through AGS and SPS, to RHIC. Along the way,the original piture has been oasionally supplied with extra features, suhas the fugaities ontrolling deviations from hemial equilibrium [33℄, �nitevolume and Van der Waals orretions [4, 34℄, or the use of the anonialinstead of the grand-anonial ensemble [35�37℄.The works of Heinz and ollaborators [38℄ put forward the onept oftwo freeze-outs. As the system expands and ools, it �rst passes throughthe hemial freeze-out point at temperature Them. Later, the partiles anonly resatter elastially, until these proesses are swithed o� at a lowertemperature Tkin. In an appealing way the distint freeze-outs explainedthe need for a higher temperature to reprodue well the partile ratios, anda muh lower temperature to desribe the slopes of the momentum spetra.In our work [14, 23, 26℄ we have shown that with the omplete treatmentof resonanes, the distintion between the two freeze-outs is not needed,at least for RHIC, and one an ahieve very good explanation of all �soft�features of data assuming one universal freeze-out,Them = Tkin � T : (1)We have also dropped, with the Okham razor at hand, all other additionsto the most naive thermal approah. The dropped features may be reon-sidered later on, provided there is a well-established phenomenologial need,or theoretial argumentation.The main ingredients of our model are as follows:� There is one freeze-out, as disussed above, at whih all the hadronsoupy the available phase spae aording to the statistial distribu-tion fators. The senario with a single freeze-out is natural if thehadronization ours in suh onditions that neither elasti nor inelas-ti proesses are e�etive. An example here is the piture of the super-ooled plasma of Ref. [39℄. Moreover, the STAR ollaboration [40, 41℄



Thermal Approah to RHIC 4237has presented an important argument in favor of very weak resatteringafter the hemial freeze-out at RHIC, based on the observation of theK�(892)0 peaks in the pion�kaon orrelations. This essentially showsthat the expansion time between the hemial and thermal freeze-outis shorter than the life-time of the K�(892)0, i.e. � 4 fm/. Addition-ally, the fat that the measured yields of K�(892)0 [40, 41℄ are repro-dued very well within the thermal model [13,14℄ hints to the senariowith a short time between the two possible freeze-outs, as proposed inRef. [23℄. Thus, approximation (1) is reasonable.� A ruial feature of our analysis is the omplete treatment of thehadroni states, with all resonanes from the Partile Data Table [42℄inluded in the analysis of both the ratios and the momentum spe-tra (f. Fig. 1). Although the high-lying states are suppressed bythe thermal fators, their number inreases aording to the Hagedornhypothesis [32, 44�46℄, suh that their net e�et is important. Forinstane, only a quarter of the observed pions at RHIC omes fromthe �primordial� pions present at freeze-out, and three quarters areprodued via resonane deays. All deays, two and three body, areimplemented in asades, with the branhing ratios taken from the ta-bles. For the p? spetra the resonanes are also very important, sinetheir deays inrease the slope, as if the temperature were e�etivelylower [14℄. It has also been found that the inlusion of resonanesspeeds up the ooling of the system in hydrodynami alulations [43℄.

Fig. 1. A shemati piture of the hadroni soup, formed in an ultra-relativistiheavy-ion ollision at freeze-out. The resonanes deay subsequently into stablepartiles. The inlusion of many resonanes is ruial for the suess of the thermalapproah.



4238 W. Broniowski, A. Baran, W. Florkowski� Whereas expansion of the system does not alter the partile ratios atmidrapidity (provided the system is boost-invariant, whih is a goodapproximation at RHIC, see Se. 4), it beomes absolutely essentialfor the p? spetra. We model the expansion (transverse �ow) and thesize of the system with two parameters: the proper time at freeze-out,� , and the transverse size, �max.� The model has altogether four adjustable parameters: two thermaland two geometri, whih possess lear physial interpretation. Thetwo thermal parameters, temperature, T , and the baryon hemialpotential, �B, are �xed by the analysis of the ratios of the partileabundanes [14℄. The two geometri parameters are �xed with help ofthe p? spetra. The invariant time � ontrols the overall normalizationof the spetra, while the ratio �max=� diretly in�uenes their slopes.All data used in the present study are forAu+Au ollisions atpsNN =130GeV.3. Partile ratiosThe density of the i-th hadron speies is alulated from the ideal-gasexpressionni = gi Z d3p fi(p) ;fi(p) = 1(2�)3 �exp �Ei(p)� �BBi � �SSi � �IIiT �� 1��1 ; (2)where gi is the spin degeneray, Bi, Si, and Ii denote the baryon number,strangeness, and the third omponent of isospin, and Ei(p) = qp2 +m2i .The quantities �B, �S, and �I are the hemial potentials enforing theappropriate onservation laws. We reall that Eq. (2) is used to alulatethe �primordial� densities of stable hadrons as well as of all resonanes atthe freeze-out, whih later on deay. The temperature, T , and the baryonihemial potential, �B, have been �tted with the �2 method to the originallyavailable experimental ratios of partiles, listed in the seond group of rowsin Table I. The �S and �I are determined with the onditions that the initialstrangeness of the system is zero, and the ratio of the baryon number to theeletri harge is the same as in the olliding nulei. It turns out that therole of �I at RHIC is negligible.For boost-invariant systems the ratios of hadron multipliities at midra-pidity, dN=dyjy=0, are related to the ratios of densities, ni, sinedNi=dydNj=dy ����y=0 = NiNj = ninj : (3)



Thermal Approah to RHIC 4239TABLE IOptimal thermal parameters, ratios dNi=dydNj=dy ���y=0 used for the �t, and further pre-dited ratios. The preliminary experimental numbers forK�(892) [52℄ have hanged[41℄, and better agreement with the model followed.Model ExperimentFitted thermal parametersT [MeV℄ 165�7�B [MeV℄ 41�5�S [MeV℄ 9�I [MeV℄ �1�2=n 0.97 Ratios used for the �t��=�+ 1:02 1:00� 0:02 [47℄, 0:99� 0:02 [48℄p=�� 0:09 0:08� 0:01 [49℄K�=K+ 0:92 0:88� 0:05 [50℄, 0:93� 0:07 [51℄0:91� 0:09 [47℄, 0:92� 0:06 [48℄K�=�� 0:16 0:15� 0:02 [50℄K�0=h� 0:046 0:060� 0:012 [50, 52℄later: 0:042� 0:011 [41℄K�0=h� 0:041 0:058� 0:012 [50, 52℄later: 0:039� 0:011 [41℄p=p 0:65 0:61� 0:07 [49℄, 0:64� 0:08 [51℄0:60� 0:07 [47℄, 0:61� 0:06 [48℄�=� 0:69 0:73� 0:03 [50℄�=� 0:76 0:82� 0:08 [50℄Ratios predited�=h� 0:019 0:021� 0:001 [53℄�=K� 0:15 0:1� 0:16 [53℄�=p 0.47 0:49� 0:03 [54, 55℄
�=h� 0.0010 0:0012� 0:0005 [56℄��=�� 0.0072 0:0085� 0:0020 [57℄
+=
� 0.85 0:95� 0:15 [56℄



4240 W. Broniowski, A. Baran, W. FlorkowskiThe �rst equality follows trivially from the assumed boost invariane, whileseond one re�ets the fatorization of the volume of the system (see Se. 4).Hene the midrapidity ratios, dNi=dydNj=dy ���y=0, may be used to �t the thermalparameters of the model.Table I presents the result of the �t. In our proedure the ratios mea-sured by di�erent groups enter separately in the de�nition of �2. Thus, thenumber of the used data points is n = 16. The obtained optimal value ofT = 165 � 7 MeV is, most interestingly, onsistent with the value of theritial temperature for the deon�nement phase transition obtained fromthe QCD lattie simulations: T = 154 � 8 MeV for three massless �a-vors and T = 173 � 8 MeV for two massless �avors [58℄. We note thatour T is 9 MeV lower than 174 MeV of Ref. [13℄, and 25 MeV lower than190 MeV obtained in Ref. [59℄. Nevertheless, the results of the three alula-tions are onsistent within errors. We have also omputed other harater-istis of the freeze-out: the energy density, " = 0:5 GeV/fm3, the pressure,P = 0:08 GeV/fm3, and the baryon density, �B = 0:02 fm�3. We notethat the results for the K�(892) mesons, o� by 50% when ompared to theearly preliminary data [52℄, ame within the error bars of the data orretedlater [40,41℄. The lower part of Table I ontains our preditions for partilesontaining strange quarks. The agreement with the data, released later, isvery good. In partiular, the triply-strange 
 is properly reprodued.To summarize this part, we stress the high quality of the �t in Table Ifor all kinds of partiles, inluding those arrying strange quarks.4. ExpansionObviously, muh riher information on the hadron prodution is on-tained in the transverse-momentum spetra. Various ollaborations at RHICmeasure, with impressive auray, the partile spetra of di�erent hadrons,dNi=(2�p?dp?dy), at midrapidity and for various entrality bins (the lattermay be mapped to di�erent impat parameters, [60℄). Unlike the ase ofthe ratios of Se. 3, modeling of the spetra involves not only setting thethermal parameters, but also a suitable inlusion of the expansion. Clearly,hydrodynami �ow modi�es the spetra via the Doppler e�et. Thus, an im-portant ingredient of our model is the hoie of the freeze-out hypersurfae(i.e. a three-dimensional volume in the four-dimensional spae�time) andthe four-veloity �eld at freeze-out. Many hoies are possible here, withsome hinted by the hydrodynami alulations. Our hoie has been madein the spirit of Refs. [61�68℄, and is de�ned by the ondition� =qt2 � r2x � r2y � r2z = onst : (4)



Thermal Approah to RHIC 4241Later on we denote the onstant in Eq. (4) simply by � . In order to makethe transverse size, � =qr2x + r2y ; (5)�nite, we impose the ondition � < �max. In addition, we assume that thefour-veloity of the hydrodynami expansion at freeze-out is proportional tothe oordinate (Hubble-like expansion),u� = x�� = t� 1; rxt ; ryt ; rzt ! : (6)Suh a form of the �ow at freeze-out, as well as the fat that t and rzoordinates are not limited and appear in the boost-invariant ombinationin Eq. (4), imply that our model is boost-invariant. We have hekednumerially that this approximation works very well for alulations in theentral-rapidity region.In pratial alulations it is onvenient to introdue the following pa-rameterization [66℄t = � osh�k osh�?; rz = � sinh�k osh�?;rx = � sinh�? os�; ry = � sinh�? sin� ; (7)where �k is the rapidity of the �uid element, vz = rz=t = tanh�k, and�? desribes the transverse size, � = � sinh�?. The transverse veloity isv� = tanh�?= osh�k. The element of the hypersurfae is de�ned asd�� = ���� �x���k �x���? �x�� d�kd�?d� ; (8)where x0 = t, x1 = rx, x2 = ry, x3 = rz and ���� is the Levi�Civita tensor.A straightforward alulation yieldsd��(x) = u�(x) �3 sinh(�?)osh(�?) d�?d�kd� ; (9)suh that the four-vetors d�� and u� turn out to be parallel. This featureis speial for our hoie (4), (6), and in general does not hold.A question omes to mind as to what extent the assumptions (4), (6)are realisti from the point of view of hydrodynamis. As a results of a typ-ial hydrodynami alulation, the freeze-out hypersurfae ontains, in the��t plane, a time-like and a spae-like parts [62�68℄. The latter one is plaguedwith oneptual problems [69�72℄. Our parameterization neglets the spae-like part altogether, thus avoiding di�ulties. The time-like part of thehypersurfae has, in many hydrodynami alulations, the feature that the



4242 W. Broniowski, A. Baran, W. Florkowskiouter regions in the transverse diretion freeze out earlier than the innerregions. Our hoie (4), as well as ommonly used versions of the blast-wavemodel, where the freeze-out ours at a onstant value of t, do not sharethis feature. On the ontrary, our Eqs. (4), (6) orrespond to the so-alledsaling solution [62, 73, 74℄ of hydrodynami equations, whih is obtainedin the ase where the sound veloity in the medium is low. Naturally, thevalidity of the assumptions and their relevane for the results should be ex-amined in a greater detail. In Ref. [23℄ we have heked that two di�erentmodels of the expansion lead to very lose preditions for the momentumspetra at RHIC. Other parameterizations may be also veri�ed with the helpof the formulas given below. The fat that parameterization (4), (6) worksimpressively well (f. Se. 6), and at the same time the onventional hydro-dynami alulations have serious problems in explaining the RHIC data,hints, in our opinion, for a revision of the part of the assumptions enteringhydrodynami alulations and for extensions [75�77℄ of the piture usedup to now. 5. Deays of resonanesThe deays of resonanes present a tehnial ompliation in the formal-ism. The resonanes are formed on the freeze-out hypersurfae with a givenfour-veloity. In the loal rest frame of the �uid element the momenta of theresonanes have thermal distribution, however, their deay produts have,obviously, a di�erent (non-thermal) distribution, whih re�ets the distribu-tion of the resonane and the kinematis. Below, we desribe in detail ourmethod, whih is exat and semi-analyti (�nal expressions involve simplenumerial integration rather than involved Monte Carlo simulations).Consider a sequene of the resonane deays of Fig. 2. The initialresonane deouples on the freeze-out hypersurfae at the spae-time oor-dinate xN , and deays after time �N , with an average time proportional
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Fig. 2. The asade of resonane deays.



Thermal Approah to RHIC 4243to the life-time 1=�N 1. Let us trak a single deay produt. It is formedat the point xN�1, deays again after time �N�1, and so on. At the endof the asade a partile with label 1 is formed, whih is being deteted.The Lorentz-invariant phase-spae density of the measured partiles isn1(x1;p1) =Z d3p2Ep2 B (p2; p1)Z d�2�2e��2�2 Z d4x2Æ(4)�x2+ p2�2m2 �x1� : : :� Z d3pNEpN B (pN ; pN�1) Z d�N�Ne��N �N� Z d�� (xN ) p�NÆ(4)�xN+ pN�NmN �xN�1�fN [pN � u (xN )℄ : (10)We have generalized here the formula from Ref. [78℄ where a single res-onane deay, without asades, is taken into aount. Note that the inte-gration over xN�1 : : : x2 is unonstrained, while the integration over xN isonstrained to the hypersurfae �. The delta funtions impose the onditionthat the partile of veloity pn=mn travels the distane from xn to xn�1 intime �n. The funtion B(q; k) is the probability distribution for a resonanewith momentum q to produe a partile with momentum k, namelyB(q; k) = b4�p� Æ�k � qmR �E�� ; (11)where b denotes the branhing ratio for the partiular deay hannel2 andp� (E�) is the momentum (energy) of the emitted partile in the resonane'srest frame. We note that B(k; q) satis�es the normalization onditionZ d3qEq B(q; k) = b : (12)Integration over all spae-time positions in Eq. (10) gives the formula forthe momentum distributionEp1 dN1d3p1 = Z d4x1 n1 (x1; p1) = Z d3p2Ep2 B (p2; p1) : : :� Z d3pNEpN B (pN ; pN�1)Z d�� (xN ) p�NfN [pN � u (xN )℄ ; (13)whih should be used in the general ase of any � and u 3.1 In this setion the indies i label the position in the asade, and not the partilespeies, as in Se. 4.2 In this notation b inludes also the ratio of the spin degeneraies of the two partiles.3 Note that the dependene on the widths �k has disappeared, re�eting the fat thatfor the momentum spetra it is not relevant when or where the resonanes deay.It is important, however, when and where the partiles deouple from eah other,whih is determined by the hoie of �(xN) and u(xN).



4244 W. Broniowski, A. Baran, W. FlorkowskiWe are now going to prove the seond equality in Eq. (3). Starting fromEq. (10) we �nd the multipliity of partiles of type 1 oming from thedisussed hain deay,N1 = bN!N�1 : : : b2!1 Z d�� (xN )Z d3pNEpN p�N fN [pN � u (xN )℄ ; (14)with an obvious notation for the branhing ratios. Sine the last integral inEq. (14) yields an expression proportional to u�(xN ), and the distributionfuntion of the resonane N is thermal, we an rewrite Eq. (14) in theequivalent formN1 = bN!N�1 : : : b2!1 Z d�� (xN )u�(xN )nN [T (xN ); �B(xN )℄= bN!N�1 : : : b2!1nN (T; �B)Z d�� (xN )u�(xN ) : (15)Eq. (15) indiates that the volume fator at freeze-out, R d�� (xN ) u�(xN ),fatorizes if the thermodynami onditions (temperature and hemial po-tentials) are onstant on the freeze-out hypersurfae. This observation leadsdiretly to the general onlusion that, as long as we integrate (measure) thespetra in the full phase�spae (or, for boost-invariant systems, at a givenrapidity y), the ratios of the partile yields are not a�eted by the �ow andan be alulated with help of the simple expressions valid for stati systems.This ompletes the proof of the seond equality in Eq. (3).An important simpli�ation follows if the element of the freeze-out hy-persurfae is proportional to the four-veloity. This is preisely the aseonsidered in our model where (ompare Eq. (9))d��(xN ) = d�(xN )u�(xN ) : (16)ThenEp1 dN1d3p1 = Z d� (xN ) Z d3p2Ep2 B (p2; p1) : : :� Z d3pNEpN B (pN ; pN�1) pN � u (xN ) fN [pN � u (xN )℄= Z d� (xN ) p1 � u (xN ) f1 [p1 � u (xN )℄ ; (17)where we have introduedpi�1 � u (xN ) fi�1 [pi�1 � u (xN )℄= Z d3piEpi B (pi; pi�1) pi � u (xN ) fi [pi � u (xN )℄ : (18)



Thermal Approah to RHIC 4245The meaning of Eq. (18) is that as we step down along the asade, themomentum distribution of the deay produt, fi�1, is obtained from themomentum distribution of the deaying partile, fi, with a simple integraltransform following from the kinematis. In the �uid loal-rest-frame, mostonvenient in the numerial alulation, we have u�(xN ) = (1; 0; 0; 0), andthe transformation (18) redues to the form [14℄fi�1 (q) = bmR2Eqp�q k+(q)Zk�(q) dk k fi (k) ; (19)where the limits of the integration are k�(q) = mR jE�q � p�Eqj =m21. Equa-tion (19) is a relativisti generalization of the expression derived in Ref. [79℄.The tehnial advantage of Eq. (17) is that the asade an be performedin the rest frame of the original partile, with spherial symmetry and one-dimensional integrations over momenta, (19), while in the general ase ofEq. (13) only ylindrial symmetry holds and two-dimensional integrationsover momenta must be used.In the ase of three-body deays we follow the same steps as above,with a modi�ation arising from the fat that now di�erent values of p� arekinematially possible. This introdues an additional integration in Eq. (19).The distribution of the allowed values of p� may be obtained from the phase-spae integralAZ d3p1Ep1 d3p2Ep2 d3p3Ep3 Æ�mR�Ep1�Ep2�Ep3�Æ(3) (p1+p2+p3) jMj2 ; (20)where p1;p2 and p3 are the momenta of the emitted partiles, Ep1 ; Ep2and Ep3 are the orresponding energies (all measured in the rest frame ofthe deaying partile), M is the matrix element desribing the three-bodydeay, and A is a normalization fator. For simpliity we assume, similarlyto [80℄, that M an be approximated by a onstant, i.e. only the phase�spae e�et is inluded. Operationally, the �nal expression for three-bodydeays is a folding of two-body deays over p� with a weight following fromelementary onsiderations based on Eq. (20).Finally, for the ase satisfying ondition (16), the spetra are obtainedfrom the expression analogous to the Cooper�Frye [73, 81℄ formula,dNd2p?dy = Z p�d�� f1 (p � u) ; (21)but with the distribution f1 whih has olleted the produts of resonanedeays. With parameterization (7) we an rewrite Eq. (21) in the form



4246 W. Broniowski, A. Baran, W. FlorkowskidNd2p?dy = �3 +1Z�1 d�k �max=�Z0 sinh�?d (sinh�?) 2�Z0 d�p � uf1 (p � u) ; (22)where, expliitly,p � u = m?osh�kosh�? � p? os � sinh�? : (23)We end this setion with a pedagogial disussion of the role played byvarious e�ets inluded. Fig. 3 shows the m?-spetrum of positive pionsobtained with thermal parameters of Table I. The dotted line shows thespetrum of primordial pions without expansion. The dot�dashed line addsthe resonane deays; they ontribute about 75% of the total, with the lowmomenta more populated. The dashed line is the result of the model withno transverse �ow, i.e. inluding only the longitudinal Bjorken expansion.Finally, the solid line shows the full alulation, with resonane deays andthe longitudinal plus transverse expansion produed by parameterization(4), (6). The harateristi onvex shape is aquired as the result of thetransverse �ow.

Fig. 3. Contributions of various e�ets to the m? spetra of positive pions (normal-izations arbitrary, the relative norm of dotted and dash�dotted urves preserved).6. Transverse-momentum spetraEquipped with all elements of the model, we an now apply it to desribethe p? spetra. The thermal parameters are always those of Table I. Inpriniple, they ould hange with the entrality bin (impat parameter),but sine the ratios of partiles depend weakly on the entrality [1�3℄, so do



Thermal Approah to RHIC 4247the thermal parameters. We begin with presenting in Fig. 4 the �t to theearliest-available minimum-bias data from the PHENIX ollaboration [82℄.We observe a very good agreement of our model with the data up to p? � 2or even, amusingly, 3 GeV. In that range the model urves ross virtuallyall data points within the error bars. At larger values of p?, where hardproesses are expeted to ontribute, the model falls below the data for pand p. Sine the values of the strange and isospin hemial potentials arelose to zero, the model preditions for �+ and ��, as well as for K+ andK� are virtually the same. The value of the baryon hemial potential of 41MeV splits the p and �p spetra. Note the onvex shape of the pion spetra.The �+ and p urves in Fig. 4 ross at p? ' 2 GeV, and the K+ and p atp? ' 1 GeV, exatly as in the experiment. The values of the �tted geometriparameters are shown in seond olumn of Table II.

Fig. 4. The p? spetra of pions (solid line), kaons (dashed line) and protons orantiprotons (dashed�dotted line), as evaluated from our model, ompared to thePHENIX preliminary data obtained from Fig. 1 of Ref. [82℄. Later o�ial PHENIXdata of Ref. [83℄ agree with the data used here. Feeding from the weak deays isinluded.The next plot, Fig. 5, shows an analogous �t made separately for 3di�erent entrality bins. The obtained values of the geometri parametersare ompared in Table II. Again, the agreement is satisfatory4.4 For non-entral ollisions the shape of the hypersurfae and the four-veloity at freeze-out is expeted to be deformed in the x � y plane. In fat, in the hydrodynamiapproahes this is the result of the ellipti �ow, ausing the azimuthal asymmetry ofthe spetra. The e�et an be inorporated by properly extending the parameteri-zation (4), (6). However, the e�et of departing from the ylindrial symmetry bythe amount needed to desribe the ellipti �ow oe�ient, v2, is negligible for the p?spetra integrated over the azimuthal angle, onsidered in this leture [84℄.



4248 W. Broniowski, A. Baran, W. Florkowski

Fig. 5. Model vs. experiment for PHENIX data [83℄ at three di�erent entrality binsfor pions, kaons, protons and antiprotons. The thermal parameters are unhanged,while the geometri parameters following from the �t are given in the �gure.TABLE IIThe �tted values of the geometri parameters for various entrality bins, their ratio,and themaximumand average transverse �ow parameters, as give byEqs. (24), (25).PHENIX PHENIX + STAR [%℄ min. bias 0�5 15�30 60�92 0�5/0�6� [fm℄ 5.6 8.2 6.3 2.3 7.7�max [fm℄ 4.5 6.9 5.3 2.0 6.7�max=� 0.81 0.84 0.84 0.87 0.87�max? 0.62 0.64 0.64 0.66 0.66h�?i 0.46 0.47 0.47 0.48 0.48



Thermal Approah to RHIC 4249Finally, in Fig. 6 we show our results for all up-to-now available spetraat psNN = 130 GeV for the most-entral ollisions, inluding the partilesinvolving strangeness. The upper part of Fig. 6 displays the spetra of pions,kaons, antiprotons, used earlier to determine the geometri parameters (lastolumn in Table II), and the predited spetra of the � andK�(892)0 mesons.

Fig. 6. (a) The p? spetra at midrapidity of ��, K�, p, �, and K�(892)0, and(b) of hyperons �, �, and 
. The asterisks represent the data from the STAR,and other symbols from the PHENIX ollaboration. All spetra are for the mostentral ollisions [40, 49, 54, 55, 82, 85�88℄. The STAR data for the ��, K�, �, �'sand 
's are preliminary. The updated experimental points for the �'s [89℄ arelower by about a fator of 2 from those shown, and muh better agreement withthe model follows. All theoretial urves and the data are absolutely normalized.The data and the model alulation inlude full feeding from the weak deays.The predited spetrum of the � mesons agrees well with the reportedmeasurement [85℄, with the model urve rossing �ve out of the nine datapoints. The � meson deserves a partiular attention in relativisti heavy-ion ollisions, sine it serves as a very good �thermometer� of the system.This is beause its interation with the hadroni environment is negligible.



4250 W. Broniowski, A. Baran, W. FlorkowskiMoreover, it does not reeive any ontribution from resonane deays, heneits spetrum re�ets diretly the distribution at freeze-out and the �ow.Thus, the agreement of the model and the data for the ase of � supportsthe idea of one universal freeze-out.The upper part of Fig. 6 also shows the averaged spetrum of K�(892)resonanes, with the data from Ref. [40℄. One again we observe a goodagreement between the model urve and the experimental points. As al-ready mentioned in Se. 2, the suessful desription of both the yieldand the spetrum of K�(892)0 mesons supports the onept of the thermaldesription of hadron prodution at RHIC, and brings evidene for smallinterval between hemial and thermal freeze-outs, in support of Eq. (1).If the K�(892)0 mesons deayed between the hemial and thermal freeze-out, the emitted pions and kaons would resatter and the K�(892)0 statesould not be seen in the pion�kaon orrelations. In addition, if only a fra-tion of the K�(892)0 yield was reonstruted, it would not agree with theoutome of the thermal analysis whih provides the partile yields at thehemial freeze-out. Thus, the expansion time between hemial and ther-mal freeze-out must be smaller than the K�(892)0 life-time, � = 4 fm/ [40℄.The bottom part of Fig. 6 shows the preditions of the model for thespetra of hyperons. Again, in view of the fat that no extra parameters havebeen introdued here and no re�tting has been performed, the agreement isimpressive. We note that the preliminary [87℄ data for the �'s used in the�gure were subsequently updated [89℄. The following redution of the databy about a fator of 2 results in a muh better agreement with the model.The data aumulated at lower energies at SPS showed that the slope of the
 hyperon was muh steeper than for other partiles [90℄. On the ontrary,in the ase of RHIC the model preditions for the 
 are as good as forthe other hadrons. Sine the 
 ontains three strange quarks, it is mostsensitive for modi�ations of the simple thermal model used here, e.g. theuse of anonial instead of the grand-anonial ensemble. The agreement ofFig. 6 does not support the need for inlusion of these e�ets.The various values of the geometri parameter sets are olleted inTable II. We also show their ratio, as well as the maximum and averagetransverse-�ow parameter, �, given in our model by the equations�max? = �maxp�2 + �2max (24)and h�?i = �maxR0 �d� �p�2+�2�maxR0 �d� : (25)



Thermal Approah to RHIC 4251We note that the ratio �max=� , and onsequently, �max? and h�?i, pratiallydo not depend on entrality.To summarize this setion, we onlude that the suessful and eonomidesription of the spetra, as seen from Figs. 4, 5 and 6, provides a strongsupport for the thermal approah with universal freeze-out in the desriptionof the ultra-relativisti heavy-ion ollisions at RHIC.7. Exluded-volume e�etsIn the presented model the �tted values for the geometri parameters, �and �max, are low, of the order of the size of the olliding nulei. This leadsto two problems: (1) the values of the HBT radii, as shown in Se. 8 wouldbe too small ompared to the experiment, and (2) there would be little timeleft for the system to develop large transverse �ow. Both problems an besolved with the inlusion of the exluded-volume (van der Waals) orretions.Suh e�ets were realized to be important already in the previous studies ofthe partile multipliities in ultra-relativisti heavy-ion ollisions [4, 34, 91℄,where they led to a signi�ant dilution of system. In the ase of the lassialBoltzmann statistis, whih is a very good approximation for our system [15℄,the exluded volume orretions bring in a fator [91℄e�PviT1 +Pj vje�PviT nj ; (26)into the phase�spae integrals, where P denotes the pressure, vi = 443�r3iis the exluded volume for the partile of speies i 5, and ni is the density ofpartiles of speies i. The pressure must be alulated self-onsistently fromthe equation P =Xi P 0i �T; �i � PviT � =Xi P 0i (T; �i)e�PviT ; (27)where P 0i is the partial pressure of the ideal gas of hadrons of speies i.For the simplest ase where the exluded volumes for all partiles are equal,ri = r, vi = v, the exluded-volume orretion (26) produes a sale fatorommon to all partiles, whih we an denote by S�3. The formula (22)beomesdNid2p?dy = �3 +1Z�1 d�k �max=�Z0 sinh�?d (sinh�?) 2�Z0 d�p � uS�3fi (p � u) : (28)5 The exluded volume per pair of partiles is 43�(2ri)3, hene the fator of 4 in thede�nition of vi.



4252 W. Broniowski, A. Baran, W. FlorkowskiThe presene of the fator S�3 in Eq. (28) may be ompensated by resaling� and � by the fator S. That way, we retain all the previously obtainedresults for the partile abundanes and the momentum spetra. However,now the system is more dilute and larger in size.Next, we present an estimate of S. With our values of the thermo-dynami parameters we have Pi P 0i (T; �i) = 80MeV/fm3, whih leads toS = 1:3 with r = 0:6 fm. Values of this order have been typially obtainedin other works. Thus, the exluded-volume orretions an inrease the sizeparameters at freeze-out by about 30%, and in onsequene the problems (1)and (2) are alleviated: the geometri parameters beome large enough to bereoniled with expansion, and the HBT orrelation radii an be properlyreprodued, see Se. 8. 8. HBT radiiThe transverse HBT radii Rside and Rout (here we use the Bertsh�Pratt [92�94℄ parameterization) measured [95�97℄ at RHIC have values verylose to those measured at smaller beam energies. Only the longitudinalradius, Rlong, exhibits a monotoni growth with psNN [95℄. The weakenergy dependene of Rside and Rout has ome as a great puzzle, sine theRHIC beam energy, psNN = 130 GeV, is almost one order of magnitudelarger than the SPS energy, psNN =17 GeV, and based on the hydrodynamialulations one would expet muh larger systems to be produed at RHIC.Also, a longer life-time of the �reylinder was expeted at RHIC, whihshould be re�eted in longer emission times of pions, whih in turn wouldresult in the ratio Rout=Rside muh larger than unity [98℄. On the ontrary,the experimental measurements indiate that Rout=Rside is ompatible withunity in the whole range of the studied transverse-momenta of the pion pair(0:2 < kT < 1:0GeV). This fat is another surprise delivered by the analysisof the RHIC data for the pion�pion orrelations.We have omputed the pion HBT radii in our model. The alulationis based on the formalism of Ref. [99℄, and is similar to the ase of thepartile spetra shown in Se. 4. Details will be presented elsewhere [100℄.The results of an approximate alulation negleting the hadroni widthsare shown in Fig. 7, where the HBT radii are plotted as a funtion of thetransverse momentum of the pion pair, k?. We note that very reasonableagreement with the data is ahieved. We have used S = 1:3 of Se. 7. Inpartiular, the ratio Rout=Rside (independent of the sale fator S) is lose tounity. The k? dependene of Rside is a bit too �at. The longitudinal radius,Rlong, is sensitive to the ut-o� in the rapidity distribution and annot bereliably omputed in the present, boost-invariant, model.
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Fig. 7. The HBT orrelation radii for most-entral ollisions, Rside, Rout, andtheir ratio, as predited by the model (solid line) and measured by the PHENIXollaboration. 9. ConlusionsThe presented results for the hadron prodution at RHIC support theidea that partiles are produed thermally, and this is the basi lesson fortoday. The simple, eonomi model with the approximation of a universalfreeze-out, simple expansion, and omplete treatment of resonanes, preditsthe partile ratios, the transverse-momentum spetra, and the HBT orrela-tion radii for the pion in agreement with the data. We note that the thermalapproah works notieably better at the RHIC energies than at lower ener-gies, where, e.g., the partile ratios are not desribed to that auray [15℄,or the spetrum of the 
 baryons is not reprodued. This indiates that thesoft physis beomes simpler at RHIC, with our model being able to yieldthe quite impressive results of Table I and Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7.



4254 W. Broniowski, A. Baran, W. FlorkowskiIn our phenomenology the pre-freeze-out stages are hidden and only theonditions at the moment where the hadrons deouple are relevant. Thisprovides useful onstraints for the more mirosopi approahes. These al-ulations, desribing early stages of the evolution, should ultimately providethe freeze-out onditions suh as, or similar, to the ones used in our study.Certainly, the most hallenging theoretial question whih remains andshould be addressed in future e�orts is why the model works so niely, andwhat it means for the underlying physis of partile prodution and themehanism of hadronization.We are grateful to Professor Andrzej Budzanowski for his enourage-ment and interest in this work, to Marek Ga¹dziki for numerous helpfuldisussions, and to Boris Hippolyte for pointing out the early experimentalspetra for the 
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